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Chapterr 6 

Patternn recognition 

Inn the description of the track fitting procedure in chapter 5 it is assumed that the 
associationn of the detector measurements to the tracks is known. Starting from the 
sett of all measurements provided by the tracking detectors, it is a pattern recognition 
problemm to group these measurements according to individual particle trajectories. This 
chapterr describes pattern recognition algorithms for track reconstruction in the LHCb 
trackingg detectors. 

Thee algorithms are in the first place developed to perform detector optimisation 
studiess and to study the tracking and physics performance of the LHCb detector. Sub-
sequently,, they are used as a reference and benchmark for future algorithms. 

Sectionn 6.1 gives an overview of the particle fluxes in the LHCb experiment resulting 
fromm pp-collisions at a luminosity of 2 x 1032cm~2s_1 as described in chapters 1 and 2. 
Sectionn 6.1 also describes the resulting detector occupancies. These numbers set the 
scalee of the pattern recognition problem. 

Thee LHCb detector surface gets larger with increasing z (see figure 2.3), reflected 
inn the fact that the particle flux decreases as a function of z, i.e. moving downstream 
fromm the interaction region. In the region before RICH-2 the magnetic field is relatively 
weak.. These conditions make it the most suitable region to start finding tracks. The 
trackingg stations T6-T9 are placed in this region for this purpose. From the track 
candidatess found in these stations a momentum estimate at the percent level is obtained 
byy assuming that the particle originated from the vertex region. The other tracking 
stationss are positioned in such a way that the particle trajectory is measured at enough 
placess to efficiently follow the track from the seeding region all the way to the vertex 
detector. . 

Thee above-mentioned procedure is referred to as "upstream" pattern recognition. 
Ann alternative approach is to find the tracks in the vertex detector and follow them 
downstream.. However, since in this case no initial momentum information is available 
itt is hard to propagate these tracks through the magnet. In this thesis "upstream" 
patternn recognition is studied. 

Thee pattern recognition procedure is split into two sub-tasks, track seeding and track 
followingfollowing (sec figure 6.1). The task of track seeding is to find track segments in stations 
T6-T9.. Section 6.2 describes a track seeding algorithm. The task of track following is 
too follow these tracks towards the vertex region by searching in the tracking stations 
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Figur ee 6.1: Flow diagram of total pattern recognition procedure. 

T1-T55 for the measurements corresponding to these tracks. Section 6.3 describes a track 
followingg algorithm. Section 6.4 presents the performance of these algorithms. 

6.11 Particle rates and detector occupancies 

Inn section 1.5 the expected multiplicities for charged primary particles are presented for 
singlee interactions. Figure 1.10 shows that the average number of expected primaries 
withinn the LHCb acceptance for a fefc-production process is 34. The interaction of these 
primariess with the material of the LHCb detector creates many secondary particles. The 
totall  number of particles seen by the detector is therefore significantly larger than the 
numberr of primaries. 

Figuree 6.2 shows the position of the origin of all primary and secondary particles in a 
samplee of 500 B —+ ir+-n" events. The figure shows a "silhouette" of the position of the 
materiall  in the detector. Only about 30 % of the particles originate from the primary 
interactionn vertex region. The bottom figure zooms in on the region close to the z-axis. 
Clearlyy visible is the conical structure of the beam-pipe. About 30 % of the particles in 
ann average event are created in the beam-pipe material. 

Bothh the number of primaries in the event as well as the number of secondaries 
generatedd per primary particle follow statistical distributions with large fluctuations. 
Therefore,, one expects low as well as high track multiplicity events. Figure 6.3 shows 
thee event display of two simulated B —> 7r+7r~ events, one with a low (top plot) and one 
withh a high (bottom plot) track multiplicity. Most tracks are produced in the forward 
(smalll  angle) direction. Some low momentum particles (mainly electrons) spiral in the 
magneticc field. Al l these tracks can create hits in the detectors. 

AA read-out event is defined as all the data collected in a time window (read-out gate) 
relativee to the bunch-crossing time. For all sub-detectors, except the outer tracker, a 
timee window corresponding to the bunch-crossing interval of 25 ns is used. For the outer 
trackerr a read out gate of 50 ns is used because the signal collection time can exceed the 
bunch-crossingg interval. In addition to the hits generated by a given (B) interaction, 
theree are two types of "background" hits present in a read-out event: 

 The first source of background is due to pi le-up events. As shown in figure 2.2 
theree is a significant probability for a multiple of pp-interactions to occur in a 
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Figur ee 6.2: Position of the origin of all primary and secondary particles in 500 
BdBd —> n+n~ events. The top figure shows the vertices for all particles 
fromm the VELO up to RICH-2. The bottom figure zooms in on the region 
closee to the beam-pipe. The labels indicate the position of LHCb detector 
componentss and the beam-pipe. 
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Figur ee 6.3: Event displays of two simulated B —» n+n events. Top) event with low 
trackk multiplicity. Bottom) event with high track multiplicity. 
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singlee bunch-bunch collision (10 %l at the nominal luminosity 2 x 103 2cnr2s_ 1) . 
Al ll  interactions wil l create particles and hence signals in the detectors. Effectively 
aa multiple of events is overlayed. 

 The second source of background is due to the spi l l-over from previous bunch-
crossings.. There are two types of spill over data: 

-- As shown in figure 6.3 some low momentum particles spiral in the magnet. 
Thee time they spend within the acceptance of the LHCb spectrometer can 
reachh hundreds of nanoseconds. Consequently, the event data can contain 
hitss caused by particles originating from much earlier bunch-crossings. The 
effectt is large in the magnet stations {up to 19 % in T3) and small in the 
seedingg stations (< 4 %)[100]. 

—— The outer tracker read-out gate corresponds to two bunch-crossings. Hits 
fromm a previous bunch-bunch collision with drift times larger than ~ 25 ns 
wil ll  be observed within this time window. Hits from a succeeding bunch-
bunchh collision with drift times below 25 ns wil l also be in the time window. 
Consequently,, an event can contain outer tracker hits due to both neighbour-
ingg bunch-crossings. These hits wil l occur in the current read-out event with 
ann apparent drift time offset of 25 ns compared to their true drift time. 

Thee above background hits are taken into account in the simulation. If a detector 
channell  is hit a second time within the (dead) time window only the first hit is used. 
Bothh pile-up and spill-over depend on the luminosity. The results reported in this 
chapterr are obtained for the nominal (2 x 1032cm~2s_1) luminosity conditions. 

Ann important quantity for the optimisation of the detector and for the pattern 
recognitionn performance is the detector occupancy. The occupancy is defined as the 
fractionn of channels in a specified detector region that is hit in a read-out event. 

Thee occupancy is defined by both the particle rate and the granularity of the detector. 
Thiss is the reason why LHCb has chosen to use a high granularity technology for the 
hott regions close to the beam-pipe, i.e. the inner tracker, and a relatively large cell size 
forr the more quiet outer tracker region. The exact boundary between the outer- and 
innerr tracker results from a study[44] optimising for a low occupancy while keeping the 
siliconn detector surface limited. The outer tracker occupancy was required to be smaller 
thann 10 % for stations T6-T9 and smaller than about 15 % for stations T2-T5. 

Figuree 6.4 shows the average occupancy as a function of x in one of the outer tracker 
seedingg stations (T7). Clearly visible is the decrease as a function of x due to the 
decreasee in particle rate2. The steps at x = 255 mm and x = 596 mm are due to the 
cross-shapedd geometry of the inner tracker (see section 2.3.2 and figure 6.5). Figure 6.4 
alsoo shows that, considering only occupancy, a larger cell size (~ 10 mm) in the outer 
regionss of the acceptance could be envisaged. However, the prototype measurements 
describedd in chapter 4) show that even 8 mm diameter drift cells result in a too large 
signall  collection time. Drif t tubes with a 6 mm diameter would satisfy the drift time 

lrThiss corresponds to 25 % of the bunch-bunch crossings in which an interaction takes place. 
2Too first approximation the particle rate scales as 1/r2. where r is the distance to the beam axis. 
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Figur ee 6.4: Average occupancy as a function of ir-position in outer tracker station T7 
forr nominal luminosity. 
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Figur ee 6.5: The "top", "side" and "corner" areas of highest outer tracker occupancy. 
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Figuree 6.6: Occupancies in the hottest outer tracker areas for each station. The areas 
are:: 1) above and below the inner tracker, 2) aside of the inner tracker, 3) 
inn the corner of the cross. 

requirement.. However, the reduction in number of channels would not outweigh the 
impliedd increase in complexity to produce modules with different cell sizes. Therefore, 
aa uniform cell size of 5 mm is used everywhere. 

Thee inner tracker has a cross-shaped geometry because the particles are relatively 
moree spread along the horizontal axis (see figure 2.11). Due to the cross geometry of 
thee inner tracker each station has three different lengths of outer tracker straw tube 
modules.. The areas indicated in figure 6.5, i.e. top, corner and side area, cover the 
regionss with the highest outer tracker occupancy for these different modules. The exact 
shapee of each inner tracker station is optimised by taking into account the occupancy 
requirementt for each of these areas. Figure 6.6 shows the average occupancies for the 
areass as a function of the station number. It is seen that the average occupancies are 
withinn the requirement for all stations except T3. 

Thee large event-by-event fluctuations in track multiplicities cause also large fluc-
tuationss in the occupancy. Figure 6.7 shows the outer tracker occupancy distribution 
onn event basis for the region just above the inner tracker (top area in figure 6.5) in 
onee of the magnet stations (T3). In this region the average occupancy is 17 %, where 
ass an occupancy tail of up to 40 % is observed. Both the trigger electronics and the 
reconstructionn algorithms have to be able to cope with these fluctuations. 
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Figur ee 6.7: Outer tracker occupancy distribution on event-to-event basis in the region 
justt above the inner tracker in station T3. 
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Figur ee 6.8: Flow diagram track seeding procedure. 
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6.22 Track seeding 

Thee stations T6-T9 are used to find initial track seeds. To start the Kalman filtering 
proceduree an initial track state, i.e. the track parameters at a certain reference plane is 
requiredd for each track. The track seeding task is to determine these initial track states, 
i.e.. the track seeds. 

Thee current implementation of track seeding contains two components, track seg-
mentt finding and track seed initialisation (see figure 6.8). In section 6.2.1 an algorithm 
iss described that finds initial track segments in the seeding stations. These segments 
havee information on track position and direction, but only limited information on the 
particlee momentum. Section 6.2.2 describes how a better estimate of the track momen-
tumm is obtained. Furthermore, it describes the determination of the initial track seed 
parameterss used in the track following algorithm. 

6.2.11 Track segment finding 

Thee track segment finding algorithm consists of three sequential steps. In the first step 
aa search is made for local (i.e. within a station) track segments (so called "stubs") in the 
(x,, z)-projection. In the second step these stubs are linked together to form 2D-tracks 
spanningg all the seeding stations. In the third step the information of the stereo angle 
layerss is added by searching for straight lines in the (y, z)-projection3. Below a brief 
outlinee of these three steps in the algorithm are given. A more detailed description is 
givenn elsewhere [101]. 

2DD stub search 

InIn the first step of the algorithm track stubs within a station are formed. The search 
iss performed in the (x, z)-projection. Because of the low magnetic field the particle 
trajectoriess within a station can be approximated by straight lines. 

Pairss of hits are formed from the hits in all4 X-layers. The .AMayers are located at 
thee upstream and downstream side of each station. The X-measurements thus have a 
relativelyy large lever-arm to form a stub. The stub candidates with a slope larger than 
1.00 rad are discarded. The remaining pairs are validated by using other hits. This is 
donee differently for the inner and outer tracker: 

•• For the outer tracker an additional X-layer hit is required to be close (within 
0.88 mm) to the line joining the hits of the pair. Because of the double-layer 
structuree of the outer tracker such a hit is likely to exist5. In most cases this 
requirementt resolves the left/right ambiguity. In case a hit is found it is added to 
thee stub. 

3Trackss are nearly straight lines in the (y, z)-projection as the B-field is predominantly vertically 
oriented. . 

4Too reduce combinatorics the outer tracking stations are divided in an upper and lower part (sector). 
Onlyy hits within the upper (lower) sector are combined. For the inner tracker layers a similar procedure 
iss followed. 

r>AA particle crossing an outer tracker station parallel to the z axis, i.e. 0 = 0, causes on average 
44 x 5/5.25 = 3.8 X-layer hits. 
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•• For the inner tracker no additional X-layer hits exist6. Instead the hits in the 
stereoo angle layers U and V are used for validation. Every stereo angle hit is 
convertedd into a y-measurement using: 

uu x , 
y=-y=- 7 , (6.1) 

sinn as tan as 

wheree u is the measured stereo coordinate and x the interpolated coordinate of the 
stubb at the 2-position of the stereo layer. The resulting y-coordinate is required 
too lie within the physical boundary of the inner tracker sector. An inner tracker 
stubb is considered valid if a pair of hits from the U and V layers respectively are 
foundd with a resulting track-slope in the (y,z) projection less than 0.3 rad. 

Typicallyy a few hundred stubs are found per event[l01]. 

Stubb l inkin g 

Inn the second step 2D-track segments spanning the seeding stations are obtained by 
linkingg the stubs in individual stations together by applying the following procedure: 

•• Stubs are matched by comparing for every stub the parameters x and tT with 
thee stubs in the other stations. If the parameters match ( A T < 0.4 mm and 
AtAtxx < 30 mrad in the outer tracker) the stubs are linked together forming chains 
off up to four stubs. 

•• For every chain a track segment is formed by fitting a parabola through the hits 
assignedd to the stubs7 . 

•• A search is made for hits close to the parabola that are not yet assigned to the 
trackk segment. If additional hits are found the segment is refitted. 

•• To avoid "double counting" hits are only allowed to be used by one (the "best") 
segment.. The selection of the best segment is based on the number of hits in the 
segmentt and the \ 2 (< 25) of the fit. 

Onn average about 140 candidates are selected per event[101]. 

Stereoo layer  search 

Inn the third step a 3D-track segment, is made by adding the information of the stereo 
layerr measurements. For every 2D-track segment a search is made for corresponding 
hitss in the {y, z) projection by applying the following procedure: 

•• All stereo angle hits are converted into y measurements by using equation 6.1 and 
assumingg it originated from the 2D-(x,z)-track segment. 

6AA particle crossing an inner tracker station parallel to the z axis produces only 2 X-layer hits. 
7Notee that still a small magnetic field is present in this region. 
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2.22 x 10"3 
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Tablee 6.1: Resolution on the track parameters of the reconstructed track seeds at the 
downstreamm edge of station T9 for two momenta ranges[101]. 

•• In the (y, z)-plane a search is made for hits that lie on a straight line using an 
algorithmm similar to the one used in the test-beam (see section 4.2.3). 

•• The best hit combination, i.e. the one with the most hits and lowest x2i m 

thee (y, z)-plane is selected. These stereo hits are added to the 2D-track segment 
formingg a 3D-track. 

Thee final result is a collection of track segments containing hits of both the vertical 
ass well as stereo angle layers. In table 6.1 the obtained position and direction resolutions 
onn the reconstructed track parameters at a reference plane8 in the seeding region are 
given.. As can be seen the resolution for high momentum tracks is significantly better 
thann for low momentum tracks. From the fitted parabola to the track segment hits 
inn the (x,z)-plane a momentum resolution óp/p ~ 20%[101] is obtained. A better 
precisionn is obtained with the method described in the next section. 

6.2.22 Track seed initialisation 

magneticc field 

(0,0)) ; j 

z z 
magnet t 

Figuree 6.9: A particle experiences a so-called pt-kick when traversing the magnet. 

AA momentum estimate can be obtained from a track vector, i.e. position and slope, in 
thee seeding region by assuming the particle originated from the vertex position (0,0,0). 

8Thee (x, y) plane at z position of the last layer in station T9 is used as reference plane. 
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Figuree 6.10: Momentum resolution obtained with pt-kick method. 

Thee magnetic field causes a deflection of the particle trajectory from a straight line 
(seee figure 6.9). The integrated magnetic field ƒ B  dl the particle experiences can be 
representedd by a deflection at a plane at distance 2magnet, i.e. the particle experiences 
aa so called pt-kick at this plane. Given the position x and direction 9{= arctant j) 
off  a particle at a reference plane z — zt downstream of the magnet and assuming it 
originatedd from the vertex the momentum of the particle is given by: 

P P 
qfB-dl qfB-dl 

1 A / 11 + 

(6.2) ) 
tann fl 

[Zk [Zk + + 
wheree q is the charge of the particle. The plane (z 
experiencess the pt-kick is defined by J^maB'"'' B  dl \ i: i: 

-magnet/ / 
°° B 

att which the particle 
dl.dl. As the magnetic 

fieldfield is not homogeneous it depends on the particle trajectory. By extrapolating the 
expectedd particle trajectory through the magnetic field an estimate of this "centre of 
thee magnetic field" is obtained. 

Inn figure 6.10 the momentum resolution distribution obtained with this method is 
shown.. Fitting a double Gaussian through the distribution results in a resolution of 
0.9%.. This resolution is sufficient for seeding the Kalman filter in the track following 
algorithm. . 

Thee track segments found with the method described in the previous section are not 
directlyy used as an input to the track following. Instead the hits on these segments 
aree refitted with the 3D-track fit  presented in chapter 5. This gives a more accurate 
estimatee of the track position and slope. The position and slope, together with the 
momentumm estimate obtained with the prkick method, are used as the input track seed 
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Figuree 6.11: Flow diagram track following procedure. 

too the track following algorithm of the next section. The errors on the track parameters 
off  the track seed should, in principle, be taken infinitely large because the seed is not an 
actuall  measurement. However, for the track following algorithm to work properly, the 
errorss are required to be finite9. Therefore, the calculated error on the (re)fitted track 
parameterss increased by a scale factor (3.0) are used as initial track seed errors. 

6.33 Track following 

Thee track following procedure consists of two components: intra-station pattern recog-
nition,, i.e. the search for possible track continuations within a station, and inter-station 
patternn recognition, i.e. linking together, branching and terminating track candidates 
betweenn the stations (see figure 6.11). The two steps are outlined in section 6.3.1 and 
sectionn 6.3.2. A more detailed description is given elsewhere[102]. 

6.3.11 Inter station following 

Thee track following algorithm starts from the initial track candidates found in the 
trackk seeding stage. These candidates are extrapolated to the next upstream tracking 
station.. The intra station following algorithm discussed in the next section searches for 
possiblee continuations for each track candidate in this station. The hits of the possible 
continuationn are added to the track candidate by applying the Kalman filter. If more 
thann one distinct continuation is found the track branches into a multiple of candidates. 
Al ll  found candidates are extrapolated to the next station. This procedure is repeated 
loopingg over all tracking stations as depicted in figure 6.12. 

9Inn case the errors are infinitely large the search window (see section 6.3.2) covers the whole station. 
Furthermore,, the cluster selection relies on the track parameter errors. 
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Figuree 6.12: Graphical representation of track following procedure. 

Too be able to compare track candidates a track quality factor Qtrack is defined by 
-fouterr (-Winner), i-e. the number of outer (inner) tracker measurements, the Xi contribu-
tionn of all measurements and a weight factor w: 

/track k 

iVoute e 

X, X, E*JJ +2 
Winner r 

NNh h 

j=0 j=0 

(6.3) ) 

Thee weight factor w is set to 0.1. This implies that a measurement with a \ 2 contribution 
<< 10 (> 10) has a positive (negative) contribution to the quality. The quality factor 
containss a separate term for the outer and for the inner tracker, with the inner tracker 
partt given a double weight because the maximum expected number of measurements in 
thee inner tracker is half. 

Too limi t the number of track branches after each station two criteria are applied: 

•• The track parameters of the candidates of each seed are required to be different. 
Trackss are considered identical if the track parameters (x, y, tx, ty) differ less than 
100 a. If two candidates are identical only the one with the highest quality, Qtrack* 
iss kept. 

•• A maximum of 10 candidates per track seed are allowed. If more candidates are 
foundd only those with the highest quality are kept. 

Inn some cases no track continuation is found within a station, e.g. due to a particle 
passingg through an insensitive part of the detector or due to an inefficiency in the intra-
stationn following. Therefore, a track is allowed to skip a whole station, i.e. have no 
assignedd hits in station n but continue in station n + 1. 
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Figuree 6.13: Graphical representation of the intra station hit clustering method. The 
leftt figure shows the "true" track and the predicted track together with 
aa "background" track. The vertical lines from the measurements (circles) 
too the predicted track indicate the residuals. As seen in the right figure 
thee residuals corresponding to the correct ambiguity measurements (solid 
lines)) have approximately the same value. The wrong ambiguity residuals 
(dashedd lines) and the background residuals (dotted lines) are spread in 
residuall  space. 

Afterr applying the algorithm to all tracking stations a collection of track candidates 
exist.. An initial track seed can result in either no track candidate, one track candidate 
orr a multiple of candidates. The reason for finding no candidates can be either an 
inefficiencyy in the track-following algorithm or due to the fact that the initial seed was 
false.. In case a multiple of candidates is obtained some of them wil l be ghost tracks 
(seee section 6.4). To reduce the number of ghost tracks additional selection criteria 
aree applied. For every initial track seed the candidate with the highest quality Qbest is 
selected.. For the remaining candidates of the seed to survive they must be 

•• well reconstructed, i.e. have a quality within 95 % of Qbest, 

•• different, i.e. have at least 15 % different hits then the selected candidate(s). 

6.3.22 Intra station search 

Inputt to the intra station search are all the tracking hits in a station and the track 
candidatess found in the previous stations. The track candidates are extrapolated to 
thee 2-position of each of the detection layers (to give a predicted hit position). An 
intraa station search algorithm should, for every candidate, combine those hits that 
formm continuations of the track candidate. There are several ways to do this. The 
algorithmm presented in this section is a so called "global" algorithm, which means that all 
measurementss are treated in the same way. After assigning all consistent measurements 
too a track candidate the track parameters are updated. This is different with respect to 
aa "local" algorithm in which case each measurement is considered in sequence. 
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Thee algorithm uses the fact that measurements caused by the same particle wil l 
"cluster""  around the (predicted) trajectory. It is therefore a hit-clustering algorithm. 
Forr all measurements within a broad window around the predicted trajectory the dis-
tancee of the predicted track position to the measurement, i.e. the residual, is calculated. 
Whenn the predicted track would follow the true particle trajectory the residuals of the 
measurementss wil l all be consistent with zero, within the small error caused by the de-
tectorr measurement precision. The residuals of measurements caused by other particles 
wil ll  not cluster around zero. This also holds for wrong left/right ambiguity assignments 
off  outer tracker hits. If the predicted track deviates from the true trajectory the resid-
ualss of the true measurements wil l still approximately be the same but shifted from 
zero.. This feature is exploited in the hit clustering method by assuming measurements 
causedd by the same particle to be clustered around the same residual (see figure 6.13 
forr a graphical representation). The intra station search consists of the following four 
steps:: selecting hits in a region of interest, hit clustering, cluster selection, and track 
continuation. . 

Reg ionn of interest 

Too reduce the combinatorics only those hits that are close to the predicted track position 
inn a layer are considered. This Region of Interest (Rol) is defined by a rectangle around 
thee predicted track position with size: 

RoIRoIx<yx<y = 5ax>y + offsetT>{, , (6.4) 

withh ax<y the error on the x, ^-position of the trajectory at the measurement layer. In 
casee of Gaussian errors practically all measurements are within the 5 a region. Due 
too the non-Gaussian effects reported in chapter 5 this is not the case. Therefore, an 
additionall  offset is determined for each station with a maximum size of 20 mm. 

Cluster in g g 

Forr all hits in the Rol, the residual w.r.t. the predicted track state is calculated, i.e. 
rr  = m — fr(x), as was defined in section 5.2.1. The hits are then clustered into groups 
off  hits which have approximately the same residual (see figure 6.13). There are two 
criteriaa defining a cluster: 

•• Two hits belong to the same cluster if their difference in residual is smaller than 
aa distance dmaX' For all stations dmax — 0.7 mm is used. 

•• A cluster must contain at least iVmin hits. A conservative value of NmiQ = 3 is 
chosenn for hits in the outer tracker layers. In case the cluster only contains inner 
trackerr hits -/Vmin = 2 is used. 

Clusterr  select ion 

Inn the next step a quality factor is calculated for each cluster. The definition of the 
qualityy factor incorporates three properties of the cluster: 
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•• The number of hits, N, in the cluster. 

•• The average (residual) distance, R, of the cluster to the track prediction; 

wheree r\ is the residual of hit i. The obtained R value is translated into a proba
bilityy by comparing it to the distribution of R values obtained for clusters formed 
byy true tracks. This is achieved by normalising the distribution of true R values 
too 1.0, and parameterising this distribution by a double Gaussian function ƒ with 
standardd deviations o~i and a2- From this distribution the quantity 

P{R)P{R) = 1- / f(x;aua2)dx (6.6) 
J-\R\ J-\R\ 

iss calculated, representing the probability that a cluster shows up at distance R if 
itt was generated by the track. 

•• The spread of the residuals around the average distance R, expressed by the total 

XX22,, i-e. 
NN , „ . 2 

X X £^ tt  , (6.7) 

withh a2 the error assigned to hit i. From this the \ 2 probability P(x2) is calcu
lated. . 

Usingg these three properties the cluster quality is defined: 

QcluslerQclusler = N X (P(R) + P(X
2)) . (6.8) 

Alll clusters for a given track prediction are ordered on quality. The best cluster and 
alll clusters with a quality within 70 % of this best cluster are kept and considered as a 
trackk continuation candidate. 

Trackk cont inuat ion 

Thee remaining clusters are added to the track with the Kalman filter on a hit by hit 
basis,, rejecting measurements with a large \2- For all candidates associated with the 
startingg candidate the track quality Qt.mok (as in equation 6.3) is calculated using only 
thee measurements in the cluster. The track continuation with the best quality, and all 
otherss with a quality within 60 % of the best are accepted as track continuations. 

6.44 Pattern recognition performance 

Alll results are obtained from a sample of 8000 B  ̂ —> 7r+7r~ events overlayed with min
imumm bias events (pile-up) to the nominal luminosity of 2 x 1032cm_2s_1 . As for the 
trackk fit (see section 5.3) only "physics" tracks are considered, i.e. particles satisfying 
thee following track selection criteria: 
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•• track momentum must be larger than 3 GeV/c, 

•• the first hit must lie at a position before z = 1.0 m, 

•• the last hit must lie at a position after z — 9.2 m, 

•• the track must be in the acceptance of the LHCb tracking system, i.e. traverse 
thee tracking stations T2-T9. 

Thiss selects particles originating from the vertex and traversing the tracking stations. 
Thee performance of the algorithms is studied by comparing reconstructed tracks to 

' t rue"" tracks. The matching criteria used to determine if a track is correctly recon
structedd are : 

•• a hit purity of more than 70 %, i.e. ^ ^ > 0.7 with nTeco the total number of 
measurementss on the reconstructed track and ngood the number of measurements 
correctlyy assigned to the track, 

•• a hit efficiency of more than 70%, i.e. ^ ^ > 0.7 with 7itrue the total number of 
measurementss possible on the true track and ng0od the number of measurements 
correctlyy assigned to the reconstructed track, 

•• the track position reconstructed within 10 a of the true position at the upstream 
edgee of station T2 (z = 2111 mm). 

Thee algorithm efficiency is defined as the percentage of physics tracks that are correctly 
reconstructed.. The ghost rate is defined as the percentage of reconstructed tracks that 
havee no hit purity > 70% for any true track. 

6.4.11 Track seeding 

Too study the performance of the seeding algorithm only the hit purity matching criterium 
iss used, i.e. purity > 70%. Figure 6.14 shows the seeding efficiency as a function of the 
momentumm of these tracks. The average seeding efficiency for these tracks is 1 %. 
Thee ghost rate is 27.1  0.1 %. 

Thee current algorithm is used to perform detector optimisation and performance 
studies.. However, it should not be considered the final algorithm. An improved algo
rithmm is currently under study[103]. Furthermore, different approaches to the task can 
bee studied, e.g. a Hough transform or cellular atoma[104] approach. 

6.4.22 Track following 

Thee stand-alone performance of the track-following algorithm is tested by assuming 
ideall performance of the seeding algorithm (i.e. 100 % efficiency and no ghosts). This 
iss achieved by obtaining the true track seeds from Monte Carlo and "smearing" the 
parameterss by Gaussians with the standard deviations as in table 6.2. These are con
servativee values as is seen by comparison with table 6.1, i.e. the resolutions obtained 
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Figuree 6.14: Track seeding efficiency as a function of momentum. 
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Figuree 6.15: Track following efficiency as a function of momentum. 
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aax x 

0.55 mm 
aay y 

1.00 mm 
°t°tx x 

3.00 x 10~3 
aattv v 

3.00 x 10~3 
ooK K 

5.0% % 

Tablee 6.2: Assumed track parameter resolutions obtained from the track seeding for 
thee stand-alone following performance studies. 
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Figuree 6.16: Track seeding followed by track following pattern recognition efficiency as 
aa function of momentum. 

inn the track seeding. These track seeds are followed upstream through the magnet with 
thee track-following algorithm. 

Figuree 6.15 shows the track following efficiency as a function of momentum for 
"physics""  tracks applying all the matching criteria of page 128. The average track-
followingg efficiency for these tracks is 95.5  0.1 %. The efficiency is lower for low 
momentumm tracks. For tracks with momentum larger than 10 GeV/c the average effi-
ciencyy is 97.1  0.1 %. The ghost rate is small, i.e. 0.95  0.02 %. 

6.4.33 Combined track seeding and following 

Byy using the track segments found in the track seeding in the track-following algo-
r i thmm a complete pattern recognition chain in the tracking detectors is obtained. Using 
thee same track selection and track matching criteria as for track following an average 
trackk reconstruction efficiency of 91.4  0.1% is found. Figure 6.16 shows the pattern 
recognitionn efficiency for tracking as a function of momentum. 
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Figuree 6.17: Distribution of the total number of hits in the outer tracker (top) and 
innerr tracker (bottom) stations. 

Thee distribution of total number of hits in the outer tracker and inner tracker stations 
iss shown in figure 6.17. Due to the large event-by-event fluctuations mentioned in section 
6.11 the total number of hits per event shows a wide distribution. On average an event 
containss about 5000 outer tracker hits and 1600 inner tracker hits. 

Thee efficiency is expected to depend on the track density due to the fact that the 
numberr of combinatorics increases with the track density. Furthermore, the probability 
forr a channel to be hit more than once increases. Channels which are hit more than once 
wil ll  not provide a measurement for all particles, thus effectively decreasing the detection 
efficiency.. Figure 6.18 shows the pattern recognition efficiency as a function of the total 
numberr of hits in the outer and inner tracker. Fitting a straight line through the data 
pointss results in the parametrisations: 

Eouterr = 9 7 .5 % - 1.0 X 1 0 ~3 Nc 

Sinnerr = 9 7 .3 % - 3 .0 X 1 0 ~3 ,¥; 

outerr /0 

% % 

Thiss shows the efficiency for low track densities to be about 97 %. The difference of 
~~ 3% with respect to the 100 %, is almost completely due to low momentum tracks. 

Thee total ghost rate for the combined algorithm is 15.6  0.1%. The ghost rate for 
onlyy track seeding is significantly higher (27 %). This shows that ghost tracks from the 
seedingg get "killed" when searching for track continuations upstream into the detector 
withh the track following algorithm. Figure 6.19 shows the ghost rate as a function of the 
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Figuree 6.18: Efficiency as a function of the total number of hits in the outer tracker 
(top)) and inner tracker (bottom) stations. The shown lines are straight 
linee fits through the data points. 
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Figur ee 6.19: Ghost rate as a function of the total number of hits in the outer tracker 
(top)) and inner tracker (bottom) stations. 

totall  number of hits in the outer and inner tracker. As expected the ghost rate increases 
withh the number of hits. 

Thee resolution on the directions and positions at RICH-1 for the efficiently recon-
structedd tracks are shown in figure 6.20. From these distributions the resolution is 
determinedd with the same method as in chapter 5 (i.e. double Gaussian fit) . The 
resultss are presented in the last column of table 6.3. The first column shows the reso-
lutionss obtained for ideal pattern recognition. Comparing these results shows that the 
resolutionn obtained with the pattern recognition algorithms described in this chapter is 
closee to ideal. 
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Figur ee 6.20: Resolution of the fitted position and direction for pattern recognition 
trackss at the downstream side of RICH-1 (Note: The index "PR" stands 
forr Pattern Recognition). 
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Tablee 6.3: Obtained resolution of positions and directions at RICH-1 on perfect pattern 
recognitionn tracks (no PR column) and on full pattern recognition tracks (PR 
column) ) 


